We investigate the contact stiffness of an elastic half-space and a rigid indenter with randomly rough surface having a power spectrum C 2D (q)!q {2H{2 , where q is the wave vector. The range of H[({1,3) is studied covering a wide range of roughness types from white noise to smooth single asperities. At low forces, the contact stiffness is in all cases a power law function of the normal force with an exponent a. For H . 2, the simple Hertzian behavior is observed a~1=3 ð Þ . In the range of 0 , H , 2, the Pohrt-Popov behavior is valid (a~1= 1zH ð Þ). For H , 0, a power law with a constant power of approximately 0.9 is observed, while the exact value depends on the number of modes used to produce the rough surface. Interpretation of the three regions is given both in the frame of the three dimensional contact mechanics and the method of dimensionality reduction (MDR). The influence of the long wavelength roll-off is investigated and discussed.
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S urface roughness has a major influence on many physical phenomena in contacts such as friction, wear, sealing, adhesion, as well as electrical and thermal conductivity 1 . Bowden and Tabor 2 were first to point out that the real contact area between two bodies is typically orders of magnitude smaller than the apparent contact area. In the 1950's and 60's many studies were inspired by these findings, including basic contributions by Archard 3 and Greenwood and Williamson 4 . In the last years, an emphasis was made on calculation of the real contact area in the contact of fractal, self-affine surfaces, showing roughness in a wide range of wave vectors 5, 6 . In the present paper, we investigate the contact stiffness of rough contacts. Contact stiffness is one of the key quantities in the contact mechanics of elastic bodies 7 . It can easily be deduced from experiments and has exact analytical proportionality to the lateral stiffness 8 as well as the thermal and electrical interfacial conductivity [9] [10] [11] . Therefore in the past, the contact stiffness has been investigated using numerical methods 6 as well as in the frame of different contact theories.
We consider self-affine surfaces with the power spectral density being a power-law function of the wave vector q:
In the range of 0 , H , 1, an equivalent fractal dimension ranging from 2 to 3 can be associated with these surfaces:
Self-affine surfaces are often investigated in this particular range, but eq. (1) does not naturally impose such a restriction. We numerically generated surfaces with H from 21 to 3 and solved the three-dimensional contact problem for a wide range of normal forces F N . At low forces, the contact stiffness k was found to rise with the force according to a power law
where d is the indentation depth and a a constant power. 
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. We will show that the main part of controversy may be due to the fact that the power a is a function of the parameter H. Depending on the character of the roughness, all values of a between 1=3 and 1 can be observed.
Results
We considered a rigid flat indenter superimposed with a roughness produced using the spectral power density (1). The indenter was pressed into an elastic half-space, and the dependence of the contact stiffness on the indentation depth was determined numerically using the 3D boundary element method (BEM). In each case, the contact stiffness at low forces was found to rise with the force according to a power law (3) . The dependency of the exponent a on the Hurst exponent is shown in Fig. 1 (gray dashed lines) . Three regions with qualitatively different behavior can be identified. For H , 0 the exponent a is almost constant but depends on the grid size used. For 0, H , 2, a decreases and follows accurately the thin black line of the Pohrt/Popov relation 13,14 a 5 (H 1 1)
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. For values of H greater than 2, the exponent a remains approximately constant and equal to 1=3. In 13 , it was shown that for 0 , H , 1 the contact stiffness of rough surfaces can be described using the method of dimensionality reduction (MDR) 20, 21 . In this paper we used the same procedure as in 13 but extended the studied region to 21 , H , 3. The results obtained with the MDR are shown in Fig. 1 by blue lines. The qualitative behavior obtained with both BEM and MDR is the same. Only in the region H , 0, the dependence is slightly different. Note that the results presented in Fig. 1 refer to roughness having no long wavelength cut-off or roll-off. This means that the power dependence (1) of spectral density was valid for all wave vectors up to the diameter of the indenter.
Many technical surfaces do not show the fractal behavior described by the spectrum (1) for all wave vectors. For macroscopic surfaces, the relation of the type (1) is typically valid up to some characteristic wave vector q 0 . For smaller wave vectors the spectral density does not increase any more according to (1) but rather remains approximately constant or even goes down. For simplicity, one often assumes that the power spectrum has either the long wavelength ''roll-off '':
or the long wave length ''cut-off '':
For fractal rough surfaces including a roll-off, the dependence of the normal contact stiffness on normal force is shown in Fig. 2(a) . It was found to first rise in a power-law-fashion (3) with a later cross-over to an almost linear dependence, see Fig. 2 (a).
Discussion
First, we would like to give a physical interpretation to the above three regions of qualitatively different behavior of stiffness, in particular to the characteristic values H 5 0 and H 5 2 separating the three regions. As the qualitative behavior of the exponent a is identical in one-and three-dimensional cases, it is reasonable to discuss the physical nature of the identified regions for one-dimensional systems. It will be seen later, that the interpretation does not depend on the dimensionality of the system. The one-dimensional rough profiles used for simulations presented in Fig. 1 , were produced according to the rule
random phases w q ð Þ~{w {q ð Þon the interval 0,2p ½ Þand the onedimensional power spectrum
The minimum wave number in the sum (9) is q min~2 p=L, L is the system size. We now introduce the notion of roughness of different scales in the following way. Starting with q min , we can carry out the summation in (9) over exponentially increasing intervals q f g n~½ q n , q nz1 ) with
The result of the integration over the n-th interval, we will call ''roughness at the n-th scale''. The rms roughness corresponding to the n-th scale is equal to Depending on the parameter H, different relations between roughness of scales with increasing number n are possible. For H , 0, the rms roughness at each smaller scale (corresponding to smaller wave length or to larger wave vectors) is larger than that of the preceding scale: h n11 . h n . This means that the roughness of the smallest scale (largest wave number) dominates the contact behavior. For the force at which the roughness of the smallest scale will be flattened out completely, almost complete contact will be achieved. For much lower forces, the surface will thus act as a large number of independent asperities giving rise to an approximately linear dependence of the stiffness on the normal force (the GW type behavior).
For H . 2, the rms curvature of each smaller scale is smaller than that of the preceding larger scale: h nz1 q 2 nz1 vh n q 2 n . This means that each global peak will have no further local maxima and minima: the whole system will act as only one single asperity, thus leading to the classical result of Hertz 15 : a~1=3. As the replacement of a surface with the power spectrum (1) by a line with the power spectrum (11) leaves the relations of the rms roughness and rms curvatures at different scales invariant, the above arguments are equally applicable to the three-dimensional systems.
In the intermediate region with 0 , H , 2 there will be always some scales (up to n), at which the roughness is flattened out completely while this is not the case on larger scales (as shown with line d 3 in Fig. 3 . In this case, the system acts as only one single asperity of the scale n{1 with the indentation depth corresponding to the roughness of the previous scale. Applying the Hertz theory, this gives the following estimation for the normal force
and for the normal stiffness
where R n~hn q 2 n À Á {1 is the order of magnitude of the radius of curvature at the n-th scale. Determining q n from (14) and substituting in (15) gives k!F 1=(Hz1) . This direct derivation from the 1D line topography thus leads to the same result as the geometrical 3D derivation given in 13, 14 . Let us now discuss the left hand region H , 0 in Fig. 1 . In this region, the power a practically does not depend on the parameter H. We will, however, show that it shows a weak dependence on the grid size or on the number of modes used for the generation of the rough surface.
It can be easily seen that the contact stiffness is closely related to the height distribution of the profile. Often, some standard distribution is assumed, e.g. an exponential one or a Gaussian distribution. We will show that the real distribution of heights is neither of both and that it depends on the number of modes. Let W(z) be the probability density of the heights of the profile, starting with the highest point. In MDR, every spring element has to be indented independently, so the normal force is expressed as
Assuming a power-law function W z ð Þ!z b , we obtain for the force
and for the stiffness k~LF=Ld!d bz1 . Thus, the dependence of the stiffness on the normal force is given by k!F bz1 ð Þ = bz2 ð Þ . We therefore come to the relation
We will now show how to determine b from the number of modes of the rough line that is generated in the 1D case with the help of (9). The summation is carried out over N 5 2 m harmonics. Let us first consider a single harmonic, as shown in Fig. 4 (a) . In the vicinity of an extremum, the sine function can by approximated as www.nature.com/scientificreports
(Note that the z-axis starts at the maximum and shows downward). The corresponding height distribution is equal to
A superposition of two waves with similar wave number will produce beats as shown in Fig. 4 (b) . In the vicinity of a global maximum, this is a series of parabolic extrema positioned along one parabolic curve of another scale. The resulting height distribution of the whole system is readily determined by the integration
resulting in a constant height probability density. Similarly, four modes will generate a modulated beat wave (beat wave of the 2 nd kind, see Fig. 4 (c)) with the height distribution
It can be seen that increasing the number of modes by the factor of 2 increases the power of the height distribution by 1=2 thus leading to the final equation
With the power a from eq. (18), we get
For this result to be valid, the amplitudes of the summed waves must not differ too much, as can be seen from the 2 nd step already. However, exact equality is not needed: the beat wave's behavior near the maximum is not altered when two sine waves are added with different but close amplitudes. For this reason, (24) is valid not only for H 5 0, but also for smaller values of fractal rough surfaces. Fig. 5 shows the numerically determined values of a in comparison with eq. (24). In the case of MDR, the results coincide very well. In 3D, the numerical dependency seems to be similar, but we cannot present an equivalent derivation at this point.
We have seen that the exact value of a for H , 0 depends on the number of modes used in simulation. This derivation is valid for any surface spectrum that does not decay too rapidly with increasing wave vector. In particular, this is true for nominally flat surfaces, so it is sensible to discuss the findings of Fig. 2 in this context as well. The surfaces treated there exhibit a roll-off at q 0~6 : 2p=L ð Þ, so the corresponding wavelength was 1=6 of the system-size. Therefore, the surface topography shows multiple local maxima as illustrated in Fig. 2b . When brought into contact, only the highest asperity touches at first, resulting in a dependence according to (3) . At higher forces, the normal force is carried by multiple local maxima and the dependency becomes almost linear. This result is in agreement with 16 , where a linear relation is identified under the condition that ''there is a statistical ensemble of high peaks in contact''.
In [ 21 , Chapter 10], the provenance of the linear region is explained by tracing it back to the Greenwood-Williamson case. The basic idea is the following: A nominally flat surface, whose characteristic roughness wavelength l 0 is considerably shorter than the system size L, will have multiple local maxima with a characteristic distance of l 0 . When considering small forces with multiple contact zones resulting from these local maxima, elastic coupling must be included for all points that interact within one zone of contact. In contrast, while these zones are still small compared to l 0 , it is reasonable to say that the interactions in between local maxima may be neglected. Fig. 2 (b) shows a typical configuration of contact spots. The roll-off wavelength l 0~L =6 is indeed a characteristic distance between the particular spots. Note that this simulation took into account all elastic couplings, including those between distant contact spots.
In the original GW-model, the independent single asperities behave in a Hertzian fashion: 
Of course the relation includes elastic coupling within the asperity contact. With the Pohrt/Popov-law (6), we find for a single fractal indenter
In the GW model, the linear force-stiffness relation is obtained by assuming an exponential height distribution of the local top peaks and by integrating the forces for all asperities that have come into contact. For the result to be linear, the power in (3) does not need to be 2=3, the final result of k!F does not depend on this power 21 . These results can be linked back to Fig. 1 . Indeed the power spectrum with roll-off is assumed to be constant for any qvq 0 . The power spectrum being constant corresponds to C 2D !q 0 and thus H 5 21. For surfaces with roll-off we thus naturally assume the power a in the vicinity of 1. However, we predict a weak dependency of the exact value on the smallest-scale corrugations. This may explain the scattering of the exponent a which can be found in the literature in both numerical and experimental works. In particular, large-scale simulations of nominally flat surfaces conducted in the past suggested a<1, see 17 . Initially this was seen as a contradiction to the findings of the authors. In fact Fig. 5 reveals that the better the grid resolution of a numerical investigation, the closer the dependence is to a linear law for nominally flat surfaces.
In the current theoretical investigation, all deformations were assumed to be elastic. When considering the contact stiffness and related quantities, this is no major drawback as soon as 0vHv1. Indeed, the contact stress at any particular scale has the order of magnitude s<E Ã +z h i=2, where +z h i is the rms surface gradient corresponding to this scale 5 . For Hv1, the rms value of surface roughness +z! Ð q {2H{2 q 3 dq À Á 1=2 diverges at the upper integration limit. The surface gradient thus is primarily determined by roughness with the shortest wave length and the breakdown of the elastic behavior occurs at the smallest scales corresponding to the largest rms slope. In contrast, the contact stiffness is determined by the largest wavelength in the power spectrum of the surface roughness, up to the macroscopic size of the current contact spot. It is thus dominated by the long wavelength part of the spectrum and is not sensible to the occurrence at the microscopic scale.
Methods
BEM calculations. The 3D Boundary element method was used to solve the dry contact problem. For a given normal force, the apparent area of contact must be partitioned into two sections. Points that are considered to be in contact must all be deflected to the same height and have positive pressure. All other points are considered not to be in contact, so they must satisfy the condition of zero pressure and a positive gap width to the constant plane of those points that are in contact. Finding the correct partitioning and redistributing the load within the contact region is done with iterative steps. We used the CG-approach proposed by Polonsky and Keer
18
, while for smooth surfaces the local-relaxation approach by Venner and Lubrecht 19 may be more suitable. All discrete grid points influence each other via the elastic coupling, a discrete formulation of the Boussinesq formula for the indentation of an elastic half-space. For this reason, the BEM needs to deal with full (not sparse) matrices, causing the calculations to be costly.
Once the contact problem for a given value of the normal force is solved, the pressure distribution and the resulting deflections are known. The contact stiffness is then determined by taking the resulting partitioning and this time solving the pressures necessary to deflect all contact-points by a constant distance Dd. The effective stiffness can be deduced from the resulting force DF as k~DF=Dd. This last step can be done independently from the actual rough-surface-problem, as the contact stiffness only depends on the specific partitioning, but not on the surface topography or pressure distribution.
We generated surfaces with Hurst exponents from 21 to 3 using the inverse Fourier transform. In the range 0vHv2, surfaces with power spectrum (1) have the property of self-affinity with the Hurst Exponent H. Fig. 6 shows some numerically generated samples of self-affine surfaces in a grayscale plot as well as corresponding self-affine lines, which can be interpreted as characteristic cuts through the 3D surfaces. For these surfaces we solved the contact problem for a wide range of normal forces F N and determined the resulting contact stiffness. The 3D simulations have been carried out with free boundary conditions outside the apparent contact region and averaging over 60 realizations for every value of H. 1D MDR calculation. The method of dimensionality reduction is a numerical tool for solving contact problems. It has been described in detail in a recent review paper 20 as well as in the monograph 21 . Starting from the power-spectrum of a three-dimensional surface, a rough line is generated using
In the case of fractal surfaces we obtain
Again, fractal rough lines have been generated using the inverse Fourier transform with random phases. As in the 3D case, we considered spectra with no roll-off or cutoff. Instead, eq. (29) was valid all the way from the system size L down to the grid spacing D x~L =N. Random samples of these rough lines can be found in Fig. 6 . The newly generated lines also include the self-similar property with the same Hurst exponent as their 3D counterparts, so these samples can be considered characteristic cuts through the equivalent 3D surfaces. In the MDR the discrete elements of the rough line are independent, so the complexity of the numerical process is linear in the total number of line points N. For this reason, all simulations could be done quickly, allowing for parameter studies with high resolution and 500 samples in each case.
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